
Mount Hotel Country Manor Management Plan for additional Bungalow space 

Conversion and refurbishment of the existing dwelling into a suite accommodation in connection with The Mount Hotel (C1 use)

 Question :What prevents guests from forming parties at the suite?

 The Site will be treated as the current executive block in the former stable block currently is with CCTV, and the night porter doing spot checks throughout the

evening as well as when the guest sign their terms and conditions there is a fine system for any antisocial behaviour. 

We have 2/3 groups of rooms currently where the aforementioned could occur and can honestly say in Aspens 10-year operation there has never been an issue. The

hotel is never left unattended, and the bungalow would be added on the walk-around which is done for both safety and the purposes of fire.

 

 Question :Will you be provide day to day services including utilities, telephone rental and broadband, cleaning and a linen service, do washrooms have complimentary

toiletries etc?

 We will provide full hotel services no different from the other parts of the hotel in full, this area will be treated as hotel accommodation and monitored accordingly 

 

Question :Though stated in the D&A Statement, can you please restate in the Management Plan where will people park? Also, describe further in here the check in and

check out process ?

 The Occupants would check in the hotel as a normal guest checking into any room and then they would walk down a new path from the main building to the bungalow.

There would be no additional cars or traffic turning off the main road to the previous bungalow parking.

 

 

 

Question :How will the property be advertised? What is the booking process –?

 

The Accommodation will be advertised and utilised the same as all our other hotel areas in addition we will be planning on utilising the space for commonwealth games

bookings that we are working on that require 71 bedrooms
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